Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 33

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. Several fans asked the author for her ___.
6. to work from home using a computer
9. an oven that uses high-frequency electromagnetic waves
10. a group of related sentences
13. a metal wind instrument with a reed mouthpiece
15. a device that sends a message by a series of tapping sounds
18. recorded events of the past
19. Please make a ___ of the article for each student.
21. Please speak into the ___ so the audience can hear.
22. We viewed the Moon through a ___.
24. a book about an actual person's life
25. the art of fine handwriting
26. I'll call you on the ___.
27. a picture created by a camera
28. a musical composition for an orchestra

Down
1. the science of plants and animals
3. to broadcast on TV
4. Tail is a ___ for tale.
5. a bacterium, for example
7. He viewed the cells through a ___.
8. one who is active in sports
9. The cheerleader yelled through a ___.
11. one of two words that have the same spelling but different meanings
12. tune
14. an instrument played by striking wooden bars with mallets
16. a book that an author writes about his or her own life
17. a list of resource materials used
20. subject
23. representing speech using symbols that stand for sounds
26. kind